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At least 25 letter bombs have been discovered in the mail systems of Canberra, Sydney, and Melbourne; more may be on the way according to Australian Federal Police. What psychological factors make the delivery of bombs through the postal service such an attractive endeavor to a perpetrator harboring some kind of political grievance?

First, the letter bomb gambit may serve to empower one who feels unempowered. Second, the physical distance between perpetrator and intended victims may facilitate committing an aggressive act much as bomber pilots' aggression is facilitated—or as the notional lethal acts of experimental subjects in Milgram's obedience paradigm. Third, there appears to be a perverse pleasure in employing a system of the political authorities—e.g., the postal system—as part of one's own weapons system that may partially subvert the political authorities. Fourth, the intended victims are usually caught unawares—i.e., there's a terroristic quality to the letter bomb that is characterized by the psychological immediacy of the explosion for the victims and the fear induced in those who are made aware of the attacks courtesy of the mass media. Fifth, significant inconvenience to masses of people can easily occur through the preemptive procedures of law enforcement—reinforcing the sense of empowerment for the perpetrator. A sixth attraction is that the letter bomb attack may serve as a psychodynamic acting out and as an aggressive vehicle compatible with a schizoid personality style that seems to typify at least some perpetrators, such as the United States' Unabomber. This last attraction may largely be unconscious even if psychologically motivating.